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WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION



Wikipedia is an encyclopedia
Wikipedia is written from a neutral 
point of view
Wikipedia is free content that anyone 
can use, edit, and distribute
Wikipedia’s editors should treat each 
other with respect and civility
Wikipedia has no firm rules - there are 
policies and guidelines. 

*Learn more on the Five Pillars here.
.

FOUNDING PILLARS OF WIKIPÉDIA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars


 WIKIPEDIA PAGE



Significant and sustained coverage

“A topic is presumed to be suitable for a stand-alone article or list when it has 
received significant coverage (addresses the topic directly and in detail) in
reliable sources that are independent of the subject”

More information on notability guidelines 
Notability guidelines for artists 

NOTABILITY GUIDELINES

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notability_(people)#Creative_professionals


Sources 

“Articles should be based on reliable, 
independent, published sources with a 
reputation for fact-checking and accuracy. 

This means that we publish the opinions 
only of reliable authors, and not the 
opinions of Wikipedians who have read and 
interpreted primary source material for 
themselves.”

NOTABILITY GUIDELINES

Books
Periodicals (magazines, 

Scholarly articles
Government websites

Blogs
Tabloids
Social media

Reliable:

     newspapers, etc.)

Unreliable:

More information on reliable sources

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Independent_sources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources


“Conflict of interest (COI) editing involves contributing to Wikipedia about 
yourself, family, friends, clients, employers, or your financial and other 
relationships.”

“Editors with a COI, including paid editors, are expected to disclose it 
whenever they seek to change an affected article's content.”

More information on conflict of interest

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:PAY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Conflict_of_interest#howtodisclose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Conflict_of_interest


Select Create account
Create a username and a 
password
It is not advised to use your 
real name as a username
If you do not create an 
account, your IP address will 
be visible in the revision 
history of the article.

CREATE AN ACCOUNT



ARTICLES ON ARTISTS (OR CURATORS) 

Camille Turner, Gaëtane Verna, Deanna Bowen

Biography (early life, career and education)
Exhibitions and performances (highlight important exhibitions and 
performances)
Works (Highlight major artworks by the artist) 
Awards (List of awards)
Further reading (publications about the artist)
External links (artists’ website or social media)
References (list of all the works cited in the article)

Examples : 

Section suggestions: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camille_Turner
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ga%C3%ABtane_Verna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deanna_Bowen


ARTIST PAGE (OR CURATOR)



ARTIST PAGE (OR CURATOR)



Currently no article exists in English
 

= Great opportunity to translate from
French to English  

ARTIST PAGE (OR CURATOR)



POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Add references
Add or update information
Add an image to illustrate the article
Add internal links to other articles

Translate an article from English to French and vice versa
Start a new article draft in your Sandbox

Edit an existing article

Create a new article

Perfect way to 
discover editing 
in Wikipedia! 



Click on the tab 
labeled “Edit” 
located at the top 
right hand corner of 
the article you wish 
to edit

HOW TO EDIT AND ARTICLE



Select cite on the toolbar at the top of 
the page. 
Select the type of source you are citing. 
Enter the information in the required 
fields and a citation will be created
automatically. 

In accordance with Wikipedia’s verification 
policy all new information added to a page 
must be accompanied by references.

ADD A REFERENCE



1

2

3

4

Once a reference is added, it can be edited to add information or to adjust formatting.

MODIFY A REFERENCE



CREATING INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL LINKS

Select the text you wish to link
Click on the chain link icon
Select either Wikipedia or an 
external site
Choose Wikipedia related page or 
paste the URL address of the 
external site

1.
2.
3.

4.

*Links to external sites in the body of 
the article should be avoided. It's best 
to add the external links in a separate 
section at the end of the article.



EDIT SUMMARY

An edit summary is a simple description 
of the edits made to an article. Your 
edit summary will appear in the revision 
history of the article. 

Example: added a reference, added a 
new section, excerpt added from…. etc.

*Select “Watch this page” in order to 
stay informed of future edits to the 
page. 



An image that you created. 
Freely licensed (with proof of 
authorization from the creator) 
In the public domain 

Images must first be uploaded to Wikimedia 
Commons (commons.wikimedia.org) where 
all the images in Wikipedia are stored. 

Images used in Wikipedia must respect 
copyright. They must be : 
 

ADDING IMAGES



WIKIPEDIA BEHIND THE SCENES

Experienced editors will 
evaluate the page
Editors might help improve 
the page 
Requests for deletion and 
other alerts
Follow the article’s talk page 

After a page has been published, 
what happens next ? 



CREATING A NEW PAGE

You must have made at least 10 edits in the corresponding language
Verify that the page doesn’t already exist 
Make sure that the subject responds to Wikipedia’s notability guidelines
Make sure that you have sufficient secondary sources 
Use your Sandbox space to draft your article

Before you create a new page : 



HELPFUL RESOURCES

Project page for the event
Wikipedia editing guide for beginners prepared by Artexte
Help section on Wikipedia 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Projet:Artexte_X_Art_%2B_f%C3%A9minisme
https://artexte.ca/app/uploads/2020/04/2020_wikipediaguide.pdf
https://artexte.ca/app/uploads/2020/04/2020_wikipediaguide.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Contents


Contact : collections@artexte.ca


